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COACHING FOR INNOVATION

The most significant challenges we, as coaches, and our clients experience are
being raised by the unprecedented amounts of change, uncertainty and
instability we face in today’s world. These have created a range of deep, critical
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and potentially transformational business challenges for our clients, such as
generating business growth, increasing business value, satisfying a young and
ambitious workforce, engaging and retaining talented people, reducing rising
costs, and succeeding in the face of increasing local and global competition.

“Business as usual” is no longer acceptable, and a strategic focus on innovation as a leadership
responsibility is fast becoming a must-have strategic imperative.

At the same time, innovative lean startup, big data and gamification principles are impacting the way
businesses develop, manage and operate.

Changing the Business Game

It appears that mindsets are ripe for significant change, and innovation coaching is an effective and safe
way of enabling leaders to adjust to these new paradigms—to change their business games by
developing and embedding more innovation thinking processes, mindsets, behaviors, skills and practices.

Our research indicates that many people are talking about innovation and entrepreneurship—how they
can help leaders and businesses succeed and flourish in uncertain and unpredictable times. Yet, not many
academic institutions, consultancies or coaches currently focus on enabling people to successfully
implement both the Discovery and Delivery phases of innovation—to cross the creative and commercial
thresholds between ideas and their realization.

What is Innovation and How Does it Emerge?

Innovation is the result of a COLLISION between different perspectives and thought patterns, resulting in
an explosion of creativity that leads to innovative ideas and solutions. The key collision is between
necessity, as “necessity is the mother of all invention and innovation,” and possibility—thought patterns to
create the intrinsic motivation for innovation.

As Albert Einstein once said, “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we
created them.”

What is an Innovative Coach?

An innovative coach provides managers and leaders with a new set of new adaptive, collaborative and
generative skills sets that enable them to transform their business problems, challenges and dilemmas
into innovative solutions by successfully navigating the Discovery and Delivery phases of innovation. This
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is achieved by mastering the paradoxical nature of innovation and the emotional roller coaster that occurs
between an idea, its invention and commercialization.

Exercise: Coaching for Innovation

One of the key success factors in coaching for innovation is being able to artfully facilitate your client’s
intrinsic motivation, a unique recipe that articulates a distinct possibility, a deep need or necessity for
innovation, to create a sense of urgency to take the necessary steps and actions required to be
accountable to stay in the innovation game. Without this being clearly defined upfront, it is unlikely that
your client will sustain the passion, courage and resilience to overcome the many challenges and
obstacles she will encounter on the emotional roller coaster she is likely to experience.

Here are some key generative questions to experiment with to facilitate this process. The bullet-pointed
questions are introduced during the facilitative process to disrupt habitual thinking patterns and processes
in safe ways. These questions will create a threshold and an opening for affecting a mindset flip, which
then raises the client’s level of thinking to the generative level:

1. Why is it important for you personally or your organization to be more innovative?
2. How will being innovative enable you to solve your business dilemma?
3. What could be possible for you personally or for your organization if you were able to transform your

business dilemma into an innovative vision?
What do you believe about … ?
What causes you to believe that?
What if you were to think differently about that?

4. For this to happen, what could you start letting go of that isn’t essential to your possibility?

This is an extremely powerful and emergent exercise requiring the coach to have deep coaching presence
and to be skillful in generative inquiry and in listening from the whole.

Imagine if you could make innovation everyone’s job, every day, to build highly engaged, courageous,
experimental, emergent and passionate organizational cultures and business ecosystems!

After 30 years of consulting experience to some of Australia’s and Israel’s top 100
companies with Corporate Vision and as Compass Learning Pty Ltd, Janet Sernack,
ACC, relocated to Israel, where she joined the Start-Up revolution, and founded
ImagineNation™, a generative and provocative global learning company using the
latest technology and thought leadership to develop innovative leadership and
entrepreneurship capability. She created The Start-Up Game™ and The Coach for
Innovators Certified Program™, an eight-week, online program approved by the ICF

for up to 19 CCEUs.

Janet is an NLP certified presenter, corporate trainer and group facilitator, as well as a business mentor.
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Ray Hogan 10 months ago (Reply)

What independent research have you done on the level of talk about innovation and
entrepreneurship that has any validity except for promoting your own interests?
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The ICF is the largest worldwide resource for
professional coaches, and the source for
those who are seeking a coach. Formed in
1995, today the ICF is the leading global
organization, with over 20,000 members,
dedicated to advancing the coaching
profession by setting high professional
standards, providing independent
certification, and building a network of
credentialed coaches.
Visit our website.
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